Evaluation of a new system of lens parameter selection and comparison of traditional vs one-step lens care systems for aspheric high-Dk RGP contact lenses.
We investigated the value of newly developed systems for parameter selection on the performance of high Dk rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lenses with a spheric-aspheric design made of Boston Equa material in normal daily wear conditions. A comparison was also made between the safety and efficacy of a traditional care system vs a one-step chemical care system during the follow-up period of 1 year. A total of 66 patients were randomly assigned to traditional and newly developed systems for computing the back optical zone radius (BOZR) and the total diameter (TD) of the lenses. Evaluation parameters incorporated assessment of fit, visual acuity, wearing time, comfort, and lens condition. The traditional method of computing the BOZR, using a method based on flat-K, predicted the BOZR successfully in 83% of the cases. Corneal topometry reached a lower, but not significantly different (P > 0.01) value of 75% correct prediction of BOZR. Analysis of the differences in eccentricity (E) values between quadrants per eye was a significant (P < 0.001) factor in fault predictions in the topometric system. A newly developed guide forTD selection performed, with 90% correct predictions, significantly (P < 0.01) better than a traditional method (72%) based on corneal diameter on supraversion. No significant differences (P > 0.05) were found in the capabilities of care systems (a traditional care system using a surfactant cleaner vs a one-step solution) to keep the lenses in proper condition and without deformation, over the 1 year follow-up period. The final success rate was 85%. Although high Dk RGP contact lenses can be fit and used with a 85% success rate using advanced systems for determining the BOZR and TD, it remains necessary to evaluate the fit before dispensing high Dk RGP lenses in 15% of the cases. The one-step solution used in this study was a good starting point for lens care. If needed, surfactant cleaning in the traditional care system can be done without the risk of lens deformation.